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English   
  

Word   Bank   
There   are   a   lot   of   words   in   your   word   bank.    Read   all   the   words   in   the   bank.     
�ನ�   ಇ�� ಂ�   ಪದ-��   ��� �� ೕ�.    ಇದ��    ಓ�.    �ತ�    
�ೕ��ಗ   �ಂದಲ�ದ�   �ದಲ   ಅ�ರದ   ಶಬ� �ಂದ   �ದ��   
ಊ�   ��.    ಪದದ   �ಕ�    ಅ�ರಗಳ   ಶಬ� ವ��    ���   ಓ�,   ಊ�   
ಸ�����   ಇಲ� �   ಎ�� ವ   ಪ�ೕ�� ಯ��    ���.    ಪ� ಯತ�    
�ಡ�ಡ!!   
ಉ�:    1.   cap:   c-   �    a   –   ಆ    p   –   �     ��    ಅಲ�    �� �   

2.   hat:   h   –   �     a   –   ಆ   t   –   �     ��    ಅಲ�    �� �    (�ತ�    �ೕ�ದ�   
��� ��� )   

  

             
  ant apple bag bat   

  

  
cap       fan flag        hat       cat   

  

  
rat man mat van   
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Now   read   this   story:   
The   Cat   and   the   Rat   

  

A   fat   cat   sits   on   a   mat.   

  
The   rat   puts   on   a   hat.   

  
  

“Hi,   fat   cat,”   says   the   
rat.   

  
  

  
The   rat   sees   a   tap.   

  

            
  

The   rat   opens   the   tap.   
    
  

The   cat   gets   wet.   
  

  
“Go   home   bad   rat,”   
says   the   cat.  
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Remember  the  words  you  have  already  read.  Here  are  some  pictures.  For  each               
picture,   choose   the   correct   word   from   the   list   below   and   write   it   below   the   picture.   
Bat     cat     cap     fat     fan     hat     jack     mat     nap   pan     rat     sat     tap                              
van   
  

Find   the   above   words   and   circle   them   

Write   2   pairs   of   rhyming   words   from   the   above   list.   
Example:   get   –   wet   
_____________________________.   
_____________________________.   

  

  

  

  

  

 

  

  

  

  

 

the            cat           sit         on           mat           fat           rat        has     

hat            say          see        tap          open         get          wet        go   
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Write   5   true   sentences   about   a   rat.    Your   sentences   must   be   true!   
A   rat   has   _____________________________.   
A   rat   can   _____________________________.   
A   rat   eats   ____________________________.   
Rats   are   _____________________________.   
  

Write   5   sentences   about   yourself   using   the   table.    You   can   also   add   
more   sentences.   
�ಳ�ನ   ಪ��    ಬಳ��ಂ�   �ನ�    ಬ��    5   �ಕ� ಗಳ��    ಬ�.   �ನ�   
ಇಷ� �ದ� ��    ಇದ��    ಇ��    ���    �ಕ� ಗಳ��    ��ಸಬ��.    ಆದ�   
ಎಲ� �   �ನ�    ಬ���   ಇರ��!   

Example:    I   like   jumping.   

  

I   like   
I   don’t   like   

cats.   
rats.   
singing.   
playing.   
jumping.   
helping   my   mother.   
keeping   rangoli.   
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